Broad Institute - Encode3 Secondary Antibody Validation
Target: REST
Antibody being validated:
PchAb 717
1. Millipore 17-641 Lot: NG1875690 [Rabbit polyclonal, affinity purified]
2. Broad Alias: PchAb 717
3. Immunogen: made against a GST fusion protein corresponding to amino acids 801-1097 of human REST
4. https://www.encodeproject.org/antibodies/ENCAB334JUA/
Antibody being compared:
PchAb 448
1. Millipore 17-641 Lot: NG1875688 [Rabbit polyclonal, affinity purified]
2. Broad Alias: PchAb 448
3. Immunogen: made against a GST fusion protein corresponding to amino acids 801-1097 of human REST
4. https://www.encodeproject.org/antibodies/ENCAB584CZQ/
REST is a sequence specific binding factor. As such, the validation standard for REST antibodies is distinct
from the chromatin regulator validation standard under which the remainder of our antibody validation
dossiers are being constructed. The present document does not intend to substitute for the full
computational analysis for the enrichment of the recognition sequence for REST in peaks discovered using
ChIP-seq. The present document will merely illustrate the tracks we have obtained using two distinct lots
of a particular antibody, and will present a single illustration of the occurrence of a perfect occurrence of
the REST recognition sequence in tight proximity to a ChIP-seq peak, using a particular locus [CHRNB2
(cholinergic receptor nicotinic beta 2 subunit)] identified in the classic literature on the genome-wide
occurrence of the recognition motif of the neuron-restrictive silencing factor (REST). Many thousands of
other such illustrations could also be presented.
Approved name: RE1 silencing transcription factor
Function: REST is a protein that acts as a transcriptional repressor, repressing neuronal genes in nonneuronal tissues. Specifically, REST binds a DNA sequence element NRSE (neuron-restrictive silencer
element). REST is part of the Kruppel-type zinc finger transcription factor family, which regulate gene
expression through a set of zinc finger DNA-binding protein.
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Supporting figures from literature:

Figure 1. Table 1 from Schoenherr publication referenced above, listing genes with neuron-restrictive silencer
element (NRSE) like sequences. Note arrow indicating to nicotinic receptor (CHRNB2 – cholinergic receptor nicotinic
beta 2 subunit). This locus has a perfect match to the canonical binding motif of REST, and was identified in the classic
literature on the genome-wide occurrence of the recognition motif of the neuron-restrictive silencing factor (REST).
Many thousands of other such illustrations could also be presented.

Figure 2. The sequence corresponds to the 1479 bases centered on the ChIP-seq peak that is coincident with the 5’
end of the CHRNB2 locus. The blue highlight illustrates a 100% identity with the canonical recognition motif of REST in
the approximate center of the ChIP-seq peak.

Supporting Gene Tracks:
These track images rely on the use of antibodies to a sequence specific binding factor REST (from two lots
of the same antibody) in H1 and K562 cells, and demonstrate highly similar patterns of enrichment
obtained with each antibody. The tracks provide an example of a locus with a ChIP-seq peak and a REST
binding site from Schoenherr et al (1996).
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Additionally, these images demonstrate the same tracks with the same REST antibodies at the CHRNB2
locus (cholinergic receptor nicotinic beta 2 subunit), and demonstrate similar enrichment patterns,
illustrating the exact 1,479 base pair locus shown in the DNA sequence figure above.
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